Welcome to the outstanding Normandy

With its impressive landscapes and culture, Seine-Maritime, cradle of Impressionism, is a vibrant and appealing part of Normandy that will take you through authentic experiences.

Land of Normandy – Discover Seine-Maritime, land of Normandy throughout the seasons. In the seaside, the countryside or in town, take the time to find heavenly places close to everything and far from stress.

Land of traditions – Welcome in Seine-Maritime, entrance to Normandy. Beauty and tradition lovers, come to this land of inspiration, discover our traditions and the flavours of our art of living.

Land of history and stories – France history, Art history, funny stories, unusual stories, anecdotes and land secrets, you are in Seine-Maritime: land of history and stories. Listen to them and discover our land.

Alabaster Coast destination
All along its 130 kilometres (80 miles) of cliffs, the Alabaster Coast reveals a whole host of treasures. A unique and natural masterpiece awakening a rare display of sentiment.

Seine Valley destination
Majestic Seine Valley. As it twists and turns along the valley with landscapes of contrasting beauty on either side magnified by a remarkable historic heritage, the River Seine passes through an exceptional setting.

Countryside destination
Preserved by people passionate about their land, the Seine-Maritime countryside is sheer fascination due to the diversity of the various areas – Bray, Caux, Bresle Valley... A landscape imbued with art and history, it promises an explosion of colour, fragrance and flavor.

Life at the full-scale – Nature discloses its outstanding beauty. From one end of the area to the other, discover unique and carefully preserved French landscapes. Wetlands, forests, open fields, magnificent beech woods for the glory of the observer's look.
An invitation to take a walk – Parks and gardens. Wonderful little corners of paradise, ideal for making that heaven sent moment last. Classical French gardens, English style gardens, contemporary creations whether grandiose or intimate. The shapes, colours and smells will stimulate every one of your senses!

A land of traditions – For the lovers of the beautiful and the authentic, an opportunity for hands-on experience of a land of inspiration to discover the perfumes of our own traditions and the tastes of our art of living.

The secrets of linen – Linen will tell you its story, about the fabrics, high fashion and its undulating waves, ranging from incomparable green to the blue of an azure sky. (Find out about this country which will tell you about its passion and share it with you: flax and the secrets of growing it).

The taste of the land – Take a well-deserved break here where the land and gastronomy live so well together. Take a trip to discover these delicate tastes and new dishes whose quality you would never have imagined.

An appointment to share – Seine-Maritime festivities … in step with the seasons. Alone, as a couple or a family, set your spirit free and enjoy extraordinary moments of pleasure.

A land of tales – A land that draws on the imagination with its tales and legends, unique stories, anecdotes and secrets, to be discovered by visitors. Enter the world of the great minds.

Historical highlights – In the course of the centuries, Seine-Maritime, has built up a historical heritage of the highest quantity and unequalled density (wood-frame houses, architecture by Auguste Perret now registered with the World Patrimony, the mark or of mediaeval times…). Travel to the heart of Seine-Maritime and visit the 5 «Cities of Art and History» (Erbef-sur-Seine, Rouen, Dieppe, Fécamp and Le Havre) and discover its heritage which is both extraordinary and unique!

The history of Seine-Maritime – The history of Seine-Maritime is closely linked to that of Normandy, the capital city which was Rouen. Discover it over the centuries, starting from Roman times and continuing through to the 21st century, bookmarked with the signs of our identity and culture.

Famous people – Stories and discovery! Set off down the trails left by these men of art: Monet, Corneille, Maupassant… who chose this land as their inspiration.
Welcome to Seine-Maritime – Normandy

Magnificent scenery of the white chalk cliffs... Turquoise waters of the Alabaster Coast... beautiful green patchwork landscape... Subtle sparkling meanderings of the Seine... Wonderful, hidden pieces of paradise to discover throughout the seasons.

- 3 destinations: Alabaster Coast, Seine Valley and Countryside (Pays de Caux, Pays de Bray, Bresle valley)
- 1 UNESCO world heritage site: Le Havre
- 3 nautical resorts: Le Havre, Alabaster Coast and Dieppe
- 130 km coast (from Le Tréport to Le Havre)
- 4 cities of Art and History
- 29 castles and manors
- 74 museums & 35 parks and gardens
- 5 leisure areas
- 55 705 hectares forest & 1 500 km of rivers
- 10 green resorts
- 7 marinas
- 26 beaches
- 9 casinos & 10 golfs
- 250 hotels
- 65 campings
- 8 abbeys
- 1 421 km for hiking
- 25 tourist boards

Tourism during all the year
- French total nights: 9,8 million (SOFRES 2012)
- Seine-Maritime is located in the 1st quarter of French departments for number of French trips. (2,5 million)
- Average duration of stay: 4 nights, ce qui permet à la Seine-Maritime de faire partie des « destinations de vacances » et non plus seulement d’être une « destination de week-ends et courts séjours »

Who are our tourists?
- Origin of french tourists in Seine-Maritime (2012) :
  Ile-de-France : 41 %, Normandy, North, Picardy : 35 %,
  Others (Rhône-Alpes, Center, Brittany...) : 24 %
- Origin of foreigner tourists :
  British (25 %), Belgian (15 %),
  Nederland (15 %), German (14 %) SDT Sofres 2012
Accommodations in Seine-Maritime

Cottages and houses of character, charming hotels, unusual accommodation ...
Seine-Maritime has got lots of nice restaurants, here are some news:

Hotels

- **Comfort Hotel Urban City*** – 37 rooms
  Comfort Hotel Urban City offer renovated rooms in a modern and bright surroundings. 4 floors, just in front of the train station. Its private bar lounge “le Vauban”, its breakfast room “le Bistrot” ant its business rooms are advantages to stay in Le Havre.
  13, cours de la République – 76600 Le Havre
  Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 25 00 03 - urbancityhotel.fr

- **Eklo Hôtel** – 98 rooms
  First hotel in France with a new concept. Eklo hotel Le Havre is the most affordable hotel in Normandy. 98 rooms with private bathroom. Low cost hotel from 24 € per night, sleep in a comfortable room with a double bed or 2 single beds and choose optional services you need (parking, towels, TV, wifi, breakfast). Located near a tram station, just 10 min form the city centre and 20 minutes from the beach.
  466, avenue du Bois au Coq – 76600 Le Havre
  eklohotels.com

- **Hôtel Océania**
  Located near the train station, this new 3 stars hotel offers 107 rooms and one restaurant (300m²)

- **Hôtel Radisson Blu**
  Not far away from the train station and just near the Joan of Arc tower, this luxurious hotel will offer 91 rooms, one restaurant, one lounge bar, business rooms, one fitness room and a spa.

- **Hôtel Novotel**** – 134 rooms
  Relaxation area with a fitness room, jaccuzzi, hammam and sauna
  20, cours Lafayette – 76600 Le Havre
  Tel: 33 (0)2 35 19 23 23 – novotel.com

- **Hôtel Vent d’Ouest*** – 38 rooms
  Lovely spa with a hammam, fitness room and four treatment rooms. You dont need to be a guest from this hotel to use this place.
  4, rue de Caligny – 76600 Le Havre
  Tel: 33 (0)2 35 42 50 69 – ventdouest.fr

New amazing space

- **Le Château du Bec**
  Just 10 minutes from Etretat and its famous cliffs, this castle is located around a park with trees and ponds. Setting is nice! This place offers cottages, bed and breakfast, reception rooms.
  4, route du Château – 76133 Saint-Martin-du-Bec
  Tel: 33 (0)6 22 83 24 17 – chateaudubec.com
New holiday residence

> **Adagio Access Le Havre Les Docks** (ECC) – 111 flats
For business or leisure stays, this residence has got a modern and friendly setting in the harbour neighbourhood. You can easily reach to port and the railway station.
With a kitchen in all flats, you are independent during your stay.
66, rue de l’Aviateur Guérin – 76600 Le Havre
Tel: 33 (0)1 55 26 32 00 – adagio-city.com

Bed and Breakfast

> **Les Buis de Boscherville** – 4 keys Clévacances
5 rooms
Located in one of the most beautiful meander of the river Seine and not far away from Boscherville abbey, this new bed and breakfast is an architect house very comfortable with a lovely park. All rooms are tastefully decorated.
Mrs Dautrême
1169, route de Duclair – 76840 Hénouville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 12 33 (0)6 - lesbuisdeboscherville.fr

> **Un Nid en ville** – City Break Gîtes de France – 2 rooms
Guest house located in a private mansion in the heart of the city of Rouen. 2 nice rooms
The most: a small garden and a terrace.
Mrs Boudeville
7, rue de la Cigogne – 76000 Rouen
Tel: 33(0)2 77 58 00 04 – un-nid-en-ville.fr

> **Le château de Grèges** – 3 ears Gîtes de France
5 rooms
Located not far away from Dieppe, this castle offers 5 spacious rooms. This castle has a nice park with animals (pony, goat…), a swimming-pool, a spa, and a sauna.
Mr & Mrs Dagicour
21, rue du château – 76370 Grèges
Tel: 33 (0)2 32 90 00 22 – gites-appart-dieppe.com

> **La Grande Maison** – 5 keys Clévacances – 3 rooms
One of the oldest house (from the sixteenth century) still present in the Fecamp port. This new B&B offers elegance and refinement.
112, rue de la Mer – 76400 Fécamp
Tel: 33 (0)6 77 95 27 36 – lagrandemaison-fecamp.com

> **Vigoratum** – 3 ears Gîtes de France – 3 rooms
Not far away from Forges-les-Eaux, this guest house is an unique place where nature, relaxation and wellness are important. Equipment: barrel sauna, eco tube Ofuro (Japanese bath to relax your body), Canadian or ayurvedic massage. Possibility to have a vegetarian meal.
63, route d’Hodeng–Hodenger
76440 Soumont-La-Poterie
Tel: 33 (0)6 88 98 52 54 – vigoratum.fr
Seine-Maritime / Accommodations

> Chez Les Fontaines
3 keys Clévacances – 3 rooms
Near the historical heart of Rouen, this house has got a wonderful garden and beautiful renovated rooms.
Mr & Mrs Fontaine
Boulevard de l’Europe – 49, rue d’Elbeuf – 76100 Rouen
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 72 20 93 – chezlesfontaines.free.fr

Holiday rentals

> La Maison Rouge
House – 3 keys Clévacances – 4 persons
The house is located in the heart of the village, just 15 minutes from Alabaster coast beaches and Dieppe.
This house was totally renovated in 2012.
Mrs Berthe
46, rue de la Scie – 76590 Saint-Crespin
Tel: 33 (0)6 22 25 26 90 – gitemaisonrouge.fr

> Seine en Vue
House City Break Gîtes de France – 4 persons
This luxury house is located up above Rouen. The place is very quiet and has panoramic view on the city.
693, rue de l’Église – 76230 Bois-Guillaume
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 60 73 34 (Résa Gîtes de France)

> Le Clos des Brunières
Flat – 3 keys Clévacances – 4/5 persons
Not far away from Fecamp, this house is located in a nice valley. The flat has got a terrace and an access to a small garden.
Mr & Mrs Simon-Lefebvre
11, rue du Moulin – 76400 Ganzeville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 28 32 71 / 33 (0)6 99 50 73 63
clevacances.com

> Escale Quai Georges V
City Break Gîtes de France – 2 persons
Very comfortable studio in the heart of the city center rebuilt by Auguste Perret. Decoration is a tribute to the 50’s and Perret, but also to the maritime aspect of the city.
71, quai Georges V – 76600 Le Havre
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 42 39 77
studiomeublelehavrenormandie.com
Unusual accommodations

New

> Bubbles – Le Domaine des Calètes
This area offers two bubbles to dream during a night. One of this bubble is located on a tree and the other one is on the ground.
Route de Vaumont – 76400 Colleville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 27 11 85 – normandie-gites.com

> Treehouse – Les Cabanes de la Chaussée
741, rue du Duché – 76590 La Chaussée
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 04 91 90
cabanesdelachaussee.com

> Caravan – La Roulotte des Falaises
47/49, la Valleuse Boucherot
76280 Saint-Jouin-Bruneval
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 55 85 55
http://roulottedesfalaises.skyrock.com

> Caravan – Les Roulettes Paprika et Douchka
470, rue de la Mairie – 76190 Valliquerville
Tel: 33 (0)2 32 70 36 38 – autour-du-puits.com

> Barrel – Éco Musée de la Pomme et du Cidre
Inside a nice «Clos-Masure», you can sleep in a cider barrel, very amazing. Two adults and possibility to have two more beds for two childrens.
1315, route de Goderville – 76110 Bretteville-du-Grand-Caux
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 27 41 09 – ecomuseeducidre.fr

Treehouses

> La Cabane de Cécile
14, chemin de Saint-Clair – 76790 Étretat
Tel: 33 (0)6 81 24 00 52 – gites-normandie-76.com

> Les Cabanes de Fontaine-Châtel
4, route du Château – Hameau de Fontaine-Châtel
76116 Saint-Germain-des-Essarts
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 34 82 17 – lescabanesdefontaine.com

Caravans

> Les Roulettes de la Caroline
804, route de Saint-Jean – 76430 Saint-Gilles-de-la-Neuville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 20 82 14 – roulotte-caroline.com

> La Roulotte Grand Siècle
6, rue du Mont Vitot – Mesnil Sterling – 76260 Étalondes
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 50 29 63
leshortensias-du-mesnil.com
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> La Roulotte de Manon
7, rue de la Plaine - 76850 Grineuseville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 76 05 98 - roulotte-manon.com

> Les Roulettes du Clos du Quesnay
651, route de Rouen - Le Grand Quesnay
76440 Mauquenchy
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 90 00 97 - leclosduquesnay.fr

> La Roulotte de l'Yères
11, Rue de l'Abreuvoir
76260 Saint-Martin-le-Gaillard
Tel: 33 (0)6 79 40 67 45

> La Roulotte de Houdetot
10, rue au bout de la rue aux chiens
76740 Houdetot
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 60 73 34 - gites-normandie-76.com

> La Roulotte des Loges
Le Clos des Hautes Loges - 1047, grande Rue
76790 Les Loges
Tel: 09 79 22 33 87
http://leclosdehautesloges.pagesperso-orange.fr

Tepee

> Rêve de Bisons
Le Prieuré du Bois de la Belle - 76590 Muchedent
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 04 15 04 - revedebisons.com

Yurts

> Au Jardin Fleuri
179, route du Cap Nord - 76860 Quiberville-sur-Mer
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 83 80 55 - clevacances.com

> Yourte D'arbojardin
13, chemin de la Bucaille - 76750 Rebets
Tel: 33 (0)2 32 80 17 04 - darbojardin@mcom.fr

Other unusual accomodations

> Rando-Yourte
1484, route de Saint-Valetary - 76450 Paluel
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 57 04 71 - rando-yourte.com

Tepee

> Rêve de Bisons
Le Prieuré du Bois de la Belle - 76590 Muchedent
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 04 15 04 - revedebisons.com

Yurts

> Au Jardin Fleuri
179, route du Cap Nord - 76860 Quiberville-sur-Mer
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 83 80 55 - clevacances.com

> Yourte D'arbojardin
13, chemin de la Bucaille - 76750 Rebets
Tel: 33 (0)2 32 80 17 04 - darbojardin@mcom.fr

More information on
seine-maritime-tourism.com
Seine-Maritime / Gastronomy

Gastronomy
Normandy flavors

Normandy is considered like one of the best gastronomy place in France. Seine-Maritime has got a reputation thanks seafood, cheeses, apples or Rouen’s duck which is a remarkable speciality.

From the sea, products are remarkable: scallop which is celebrated every year in Dieppe, the scallop capital, herring with many forms as smoked, rawed, marinated... sole, turbot...

Others specialities like cream, butter, cheese and especially the Neufchatel cheese. Neufchatel is so famous for its form: a heart! This is the oldest Normandy cheese and maybe the most romantic.

Apple, symbol of Normandy – you can taste it in so many different forms: cider, eau de vie, pommeau.. There is a fruit road between Duclair and Jumièges, an area where you can buy fruits near the river Seine: apples, pears, cherries..

Also, in Fécamp, you can discover the Benedictine liquor. So famous around the world, it’s one of the pride of Seine-Maritime.

Gastronomic restaurants (stars in the Michelin’s guide)

> Gill**
Chef : Gilles Tournadre
8 et 9, quai de la Bourse – 76000 Rouen
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 71 16 14 – gill.fr

> Jean-Luc Tartarin**
Chef : Jean-Luc Tartarin
73, avenue Foch – 76600 Le Havre
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 45 46 20 – jeannluc-tartarin.com

> Auberge du Dun*
Chef : Pierre Chrétien
Route de Dieppe – 76740 Le Bourg-Dun
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 83 85 84 – auberge-du-dun.fr

> Au Souper fin*
Chef : Éric Buisset
1, route de Dieppe – 76690 Frichemesnil
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 33 80 80 – souperfin.fr

> Les Voiles d’Or*
Chef : Tristan Arhan
2, chemin de la Falaise – 76370 Neuville-les-Dieppe
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 84 16 84 – lesvoilesdor.fr

> Origine *
Chef : Benjamin Lechevalier
26, Rampe Cauchois – 76000 Rouen
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 70 95 52 – restaurant-origine.com

> Le Bec au Cauchois*
Chef : Pierre Caillet
22, rue André Fiquet – 76540 Valmont
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 29 77 56 – lebecaucauchois.com
New restaurants

> L’Odas
Chef: Olivier da Silva
New table in Rouen and not least because it is the chef Olivier da Silva who is the cook. Already starred in 2010 in the Val d’Oise for the restaurant Les Jardins d’Epicure, this young cook from the north of France, just open his own restaurant in a completely unusual place, the former Hotel de Rome, close to the cathedral. 28 seats and an open kitchen, just separated by a bay window to see how cook this young and talented chef. What a culinary journey.
4, passage Maurice Lenfant – 76000 Rouen
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 73 83 24 –odonas.fr

> Le Quai 10
Chef: Hervé Klein
Restaurant, offering a superb view of the docks Seine offers a crafted by chef Hervé Klein. Passionate about seafood, this chef loves cooking products from the market. Former cook at home during 10 years, Hervé Klein has conducted cooking workshops and conferences. It is this passion that he transmits in his dishes.
Hangar 10 – Quai Ferdinand de Lesseps – 76000 Rouen
Tel.: 33 (0)2 32 10 14 10 – lequai10.fr

> L’Hermière
Chef: Noémie Vautier
This new restaurant, located in a Norman manor from the sixteenth century, between Le Havre and Fécamp, invites you to discover seasonal gastronomy. The chef, Noémie Vautier cooks a traditional menu, the card is changing every month, and she uses many vegetables from her garden. A treat for people who appreciate good local products.
19, route du Havre – 76280 Hermeville
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 13 60 28 – lhermiere.fr

> Le Piano de Jean-Noël
Chef: Jean-Noël Ganachas
This chef came from Brittany, moved from north to south of France before coming to settle down in Fécamp on the Alabaster Coast. In his friendly restaurant, he offers a modern and refined cooking. Jean-Noël knows how to work the products to offer savors and flavors.
63, quai Bérigny – 76400 Fécamp – Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 10 86 33

> Jumièges : un Village Gourmand
Jumièges is the first town in Seine-Maritime to awarded the label «Village Gourmet» presented by the association «Les Cuisineries.» Jumièges must this label to the chef Christophe Mauduit, at the head of the Auberge des Ruines. Through this label, the association promotes chefs who cook local products.
Auberge des Ruines
17, place de la Mairie – 76480 Jumièges
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 37 24 – auberge-des-ruines.fr
In Seine-Maritime, each place tells a story... Thirsty for knowledge and discovery, the interested visitors will quench their thirst! Your eyes and mind wide open, succumb to your discovery urges. You can find here new ideas.

**Musée des Pêcheries (Fisheries Museum) – Fécamp**

The former fisheries' building has been undergoing restoration work for several years.

In 2014, this landmark site in Fécamp will house the Musée «Les Pêcheries, cité des Terre-Neuvas» (Fisheries and Newfoundland Museum). This project is born out of the idea of gathering the collections of the different museums of Fécamp in one unique building and is designed to highlight the town's treasures through innovative displays, to improve the conservation conditions of the collections, to present all the major pieces to the public and to welcome visitors in the best conditions possible.

**Musée des Terre-Neuvas**

27, boulevard Albert 1er – 76400 Fécamp
Tel.: 33 (0)2 35 28 31 99

**Musée d’Histoire de la vie quotidienne Saint-Martin-en-Campagne**

This new museum presents French life during the 19th century, and especially with specificities from people around Saint-Martin-en-Campagne. There are 4 thematics which explain social evolution since 150 years.

Press contact: Virginie Parailloux
Tel.: 33 (0)6 45 57 60 – virgine.parailloux@orange.fr

**Le Panorama Asisi – Rouen**

Single ambitious project in France, Panoramas of Rouen are called to become one of the essential elements of the city.

This project is focused on the work of a German artist and architect, Yadegar Asisi. This one offers original and spectacular works in making gigantic panoramas depicting very large circular views of towns and natural landscapes.

- Spring 2014 – Construction of the Rotunda.
- Summer 2014 – first panorama – «The rainforest»
- Spring 2015 – Second panorama – «Ancient Rome»
- Autumn 2015 – Installation view «Medieval Rouen»

rouenvalleedeseine.com

**Le Balcon – The View – Rouen**

New site: a belvedere which offers a panoramic view on the cathedral, gardens and Saint-Romain street. Also, there is an exhibition with boards entitled: Around the cathedral.

rouenvalleedeseine.com
Historial Jeanne d’Arc – Rouen
Joan of Arc Museum (end of 2014)

It will be located in the wonderful archbishop’s palace: a house with a great architectural quality. The place where Joan of Arc was judged in 1431 and also where the second trial in 1456 cancelled the first. The palace has got two medieval crypts, many rooms and a tower from the XVth century. This museum has got two goals: to tell the story of Joan of Arc and the history of this story.

Le Tétris – le Havre

New concert hall located in an old military fort. There are manu halls: one for 815 people (280 seated), a club for 193 people (70 seated), both modular, and a showroom(50m²). These halls are designed to receive contemporary music, dance, theater, circus and visual arts. This place also offers residencies to artists, recording studios, rehearsal space and cultural associations.

Maison des Croyances et des Traditions Museum
Sassetot-le-Mauconduit

This small museum, opening two years ago, offers now a new exhibition room devoted to Sissi Empress when she spent time on the Alabaster coast in 1875.

Michel Ciry Museum
Varengeville-sur-Mer

Multi-skilled artist, Michel Ciry is not only a painter, but also a watercolourist, an engraver, a draughtsman, an illustrator and a writer. His museum, opened since July 2012, holds a part of the artist’s own collection.

Le Château de Blainville-Crevon

Surprising medieval site partially destroyed the French revolution, and gradually buried. It has been forgotten for nearly two centuries. Discovered by young people from the village in 1967, the fortress was the subject of an important archaelogical work. Today, impressive remains, listed as Historic Monuments, dominate the village and, relive through site visits as well as famous «Archeo Jazz» festival in june.
The Contemporary Art Centre – Saint-Pierre-de-Varengeville

Located in the Château de Saint-Pierre-de-Varengeville, owned by the Matmut, this new exhibition hall is completely dedicated to contemporary art. There are 400 m² for the display of works of art by contemporary artists and a 6-hectare park devoted to enhance sculptures and plants.

425, rue du Château
76480 Saint-Pierre-de-Varengeville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 05 61 73

Àbbé Pierre center – Esteville

Located some 30 km north of Rouen, Esteville, one of the places where Àbbé Pierre used to live and where he was buried, has in recent years become a popular destination for all those who wish to pay him tribute and who are interested in his exceptional life. He had stayed there regularly since 1954, the year the house was given to him, and settled permanently from 1991 to 1999.

You can see his office, his bed, his workshop, his books and tapes on the shelves he had himself built, the chapel where he used to say Mass. This place has naturally become a 450 m² exhibition area dedicated to the Àbbé Pierre’s life and work and to the Emmaus Movement throughout the world.

Emmaüs Lieu de mémoire, lieu de vie
Route d’Emmaüs 76690 Esteville
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 23 87 76
centre-abbe-pierre-emmaus.org

«Jumièges 3D», a unique and novel project in Normandy

Thanks to augmented reality, visitors can now discover, the Abbey as it was before being destroyed, with a tablet or by downloading a free application. Travel back in time thanks to augmented reality. Visitors will discover 3D virtual reconstructions of certain parts of the abbey. Thanks to augmented/mediated reality, the 3D virtual recreations overlay the real views of the remaining ruins.

abbayedejumieges.fr

To discover during the 70th D-Day’s birthday

In 2014, everybody will remember of the D-Day beaches and sites from the battle of Normandy...

An opportunity to enjoy these moments of memories and tributes, and to visit historical places in Seine-Maritime

> Musée août 44 à Duclair
> Musée de la Résistance et de la Déportation à Forges-les-Eaux
> Musée du 19 août 1942 à Dieppe
> Mémorial de Bruneval (Opération Biting)
> Val Ygot à Ardouval (base de lancement V1)

All the sites and events on :
le70e-normandie.fr
Yachting
Between sea and river Seine

The open sea just 2 hours from Paris

Nautical cities
Le Havre, first nautical town of France
In 1838, the city of Le Havre has the first yacht club in Europe with its Regatta Society.
The City of Le Havre confirms its roots in the sailing.
With more than 3,000 members, the city of Le Havre can boast of being the first city in France to the number of members. In terms of boating, the city can boast a new marina (Port Vauban) operational since 2012, label 3 * network «France nautical station» and many yacht clubs linked to the history of the city.

Called Port Vauban, this new installation inside the city, gives to Le Havre a second marina.
This new phase of development increases the potential capacity of 227 places. With a lower fare from 40% to that of a location in the main marina, Vauban can accommodate vessels with a length between 6 and 15 meters.
Located in the heart of city, 3 minutes walk from the railway station and walk from the shopping center Docks Vauban.
Port Vauban is a major achievement in terms of water facilities. Location has exceptional accessibility for Paris in two hours by train, just opposite the railway station, or the road, into the city.
A second phase will increase its capacity due to nearly 500 rings.
So, in 2017, Le Havre will have the symbolic figure of 2017 rings for its 500th anniversary.
Concerning cruises – 70 stops in 2010, 97 in 2011, 107 in 2012, 120 in 2013 and more than 130 already programmed for 2014. The cruise knows currently a record growth that approximates +40% of the passengers annually.

Alabaster Coast nautical resort
Saint-Valery-en-Caux/Veules-les-Roses / Veulettes-sur-Mer/Lac of Caniel
The city of Saint-Valery-en-Caux has rehabilitate its waterfront and now offers development very rewarding.
To facilitate access seafort, station Alabaster Coast had to restructure its esplanade including water games, a paddling pool and a sandbox.
The beach walk has also been renovated and offers new beach houses.
Seine-Maritime / Between sea and river Seine

Well sheltered from the prevailing winds by the sides of the valley, the marina is nestled in the heart of the city. Composed of two basins, the marina hosts about 550 boats. Restaurants, shops and services are located near the marina.

Note the presence of fishing boats all the year where you can buy fresh fish. Four activities are proposed on four different sites as a way of combining thrills with different settings.

**Caniel lake** – A peaceful lake in terms of its windless nature, set among greenery where the wind is so light that it is ideal for learning to sail or for pedal-boating, fishing, canoeing, swimming and above all, nautical teleskiing, the big attraction of the venue. The site is ideally arranged for family activities away from the strong winds of the open sea.

**Veules-les-Roses** – Off the coast of this attractive seaside resort crossed by the Veules where irises grow on the thatched roofs of the wood frame houses: an ideal spot for windsurfing and fun boarding, a technique for people seeking intense sensations and strong winds.

**Veulettes-sur-Mer** – This charming seaside resort overlooking a beach of pebbles (and sand at low tide) at the foot of cliffs unwinding over a distance of 15 km is the starting point for tours in single place sea kayaks, sailed in Eskimo fashion with a double ended paddle.

**Saint-Valery-en-Caux** – This port is carefully protected from the prevailing winds by the steep slopes of the valley, making it the ideal starting point for putting to sea in an old yacht or a modern sailboat, taking the time to make an enjoyable crossing …

**Dieppe, the oldest seaside in France**

Since 1824, Dieppe is a famous seaside resort and also the first scallop french port.

Dieppe doesn’t forget boaters and now offers new equipment with the creation of a dry port in the district of Pollet.

The heritage has been privileged here because this dry port is created in a dry dock with its beautiful bricks on the wall. This new port can accommodate 300 boats. This equipment is proving to be a boon for boaters who see the possibility of additional places. The main port offers 500 rings and 50 rings for visitors. On site, a redesigned space welcomes all services for maintenance.

Ideally situated close to the shops of downtown, the marina has a fuel station, crane, internet access (wifi), a toilet block, parking, a video surveillance system and an access control for pontoons.
Fécamp, city of Newfoundlanders

Every skipper will tell you how exalting it is to arrive in this port, facing a wall of chalk cliffs. With 800 moorings, this privileged natural site hosts around 4000 boats every year, dropping their anchors right in the heart of the town, a stone’s throw from the shops, restaurants and the future museum. More recently, a new design hotel, new gourmet addresses on the seafront and soon a museum in the old warehouses … The city from which the «labourers of the sea» left has not finished showing us how modern and ambitious it can be.

A new storage area was created last year to accommodate 180 boats.

Le Tréport and its famous funicular

A fishing port living in step with the tides and the famous François 1er, dock, lined with shops, hotels and restaurants, and always the same frenetic activity when the boats come in.

In the Cordiers district, the old fishermen’s district, small narrow streets lined with brick and flint houses remind us of the austere life of the sailors, while on top of France’s highest cliff (104 m high), rich mansions with their bow windows take us back to the time when Le Tréport was a holiday resort.

Rouen, The heart Seine valley marina

Since 2008, Rouen has a marina that welcomes boaters in a secure area through portals and badges access. The port covers 25,000m² and 150 rings are available on the pontoons totally equipped. This port completes the offer of the yachting port of Saint-Aubin-les-Elbeuf, built on the locks of the city.

These locks worked until 1939. Then, in 1941, backfilling began.

Today, we can find a small yachting port instead of these disused locks. Ideally located at one hundred kilometers from the sea, this port offers 150 rings and 350 meters of monitored pontoons.

Sea and river Seine cruises

Rouen and the Seine Valley

Many boats offer harbour guided tour ans cruises on the river.

> Rouen harbour tour with La Lutèce motorboat and Cavaler de la Salle II motorboat.

> Cruise to Elbeuf-sur-Seine or La Bouille with La Lutèce motorboat.

> Lunch or diner cruise to Amferville-la-Mivoie, or Elbeuf-sur-Seine with l’Escapade, tourist river boat.

> Cruises on the river Seine from Caudebec-en-Caux. More information: Caux Seine Valley tourist board : 33 (0)2 32 70 46 32

During winter, Croisi Europe company offer lunch and diner cruises, and cruises (2 days) from Rouen to Caudebec-en-Caux

Le Havre

> Harbour tour with Ville du Havre II motorboat.

> Œnological cruise – Seine bay or along the Norman’s coasts.

> Sailing cruise – 3 hours, 1 day, Wight Island cruise.

Rouenvalleedeseine.com

> Rouen harbour tour

> Cruise to Elbeuf-sur-Seine or La Bouille

> Lunch or diner cruise to Amferville-la-Mivoie, or Elbeuf-sur-Seine

> Cruises on the river Seine from Caudebec-en-Caux

> Œnological cruise

> Sailing cruise

Lehavretourisme.com
**Seine-Maritime / Between sea and river Seine**

**Fécamp**
Cruise on an old sailing ship – around Fécamp bay / Fécamp to Étretat / Sunset cruise.
fecamptourisme.com

**Dieppe**
Sea tour with a motorboat
bateau-ville-de-dieppe.com

**Le Tréport**
Sea tour, with a motorboat (possibility to fish)
eden-letreport.fr

---

**Nautical activities**

With 130 km of coast, 5 leisure areas, 3 nautical station, many beaches… Seine-Maritime is one of the best destination for nautical sports.

Windsurfing, kitesurf, funboard, stand-up paddle, flyboard, sea or river kayaking, rowing, surfing, sailing cruise… choice is so outstanding.

Seine-Maritime welcomes yachting lover, professional and all people who want to try one of this activity.

You can practice activities in outstanding areas.

Make paddle under Etretat’s cliff, make kitesurf around Le Havre’s bay, funboard on the Petites-Dalles’s beach.

To practice windsurf, best places are Sainte-Adresse, Fécamp, Saint-Pierre-en-Port, Les Petites-Dalles, Saint-Aubin-sur-Mer, Veulettes-sur-Mer… Be careful sailing on Alabaster coast is very challenging, so for beginners, it’s possible to practice windsurf on lakes and it’s an extraordinary opportunity. For example Daniel lake, Mesnil-sous-Jumièges area, Varenne area or Bedanne area.

If you are passionate by body board, best places are Etretat, Le Havre, and Saint-Aubin-sur-Mer.

For the kitesurf, you can practice it on Saint-Jouin beach.
Seine-Maritime / Itinérance

On the ways
Seine-Maritime

In Seine-Maritime, along the Alabaster Coast, in the countryside or in the Seine Valley, there are many beautiful ways to discover our land. For sportspersons who like bicycle, the Alabaster coast cycle road is for you, for families with children, don’t hesitate to take a walk on the Avenue Verte... and for people who appreciate the art and especially impressionism, do you know that Seine-Maritime is the cradle of impressionism...

The Avenue Verte

The avenue Verte is a real immersion in the Seine-Maritime countryside, without cars.

Come and relax with your family or friends on the safe green road of 45 km long made especially to enjoy walks, roller, skating, cycling or horse riding.

Since 2012 and the Olympic games, it’s possible to go from Paris to London by bicycle. This great project was imagined in Seine-Maritime and associates 6 French “departments” with English partners in order to create one of the most amazing European bicycle itineraries.

More information and to have the guide:
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 12 10 10
seine-maritime-tourism.com

On the Impressionist roads

Easel slung across the shoulder, with brand new ingenious paint tubes, those outdoor painters, Pissarro, Boudin, Sisley and Monet, come by the amazing rail to catch the seaside skies shades, watch the changing plays of light through the filter of the clouds, study the water reflections.

They especially choose the Seine-Maritime landscapes such as the “côte d’Albâtre” and the “Valée de la Seine” as subjects. As for Monet, he is haunted by two subjects both made of limestone: the cathedral of Rouen and the cliff of Étretat, which will serve his inspiration until exhaustion.

But what would be this painting movement without the beautiful light of Seine-Maritime and its changing skies! So you too, come and discover those magical places full of history and anecdotes.

5 itineraries enable you to discover the main themes of the impressionist painting, like “townscapes” in the region of Dieppe, “the sea” between Fécamp and Étretat, “the river” in the Seine Valley, “the moment” in Rouen and “the light of the Estuary” in Le Havre. The 22 information panels are located where the painters settled the easel and give “in situ” reproductions of their paintings.

A flashcode on each information panel gives you information concerning all the impressionist sites in Seine-Maritime, the paintings and the current of painting.

More information on
seine-maritime-tourism.com
**The writers’ houses road**

Discovering a writer’s house is a way to discover an atmosphere, another time. Feel the atmosphere of the place and read Corneille, Flaubert, Leblanc or Hugo, an unforgettable literary adventure...

During the 17th century, Corneille writes and lives in the centre of Rouen, in the house he was born in, on “rue de la Pie”. But he also has a countryside house in Petit-Couronne: the atmosphere of a vacation house at the countryside. During the 19th century, the Bourgeoisie of Rouen prefers living out of the town in comfortable houses along the Seine: of all this sometimes only remain detached houses in the back of the garden. As for Flaubert, he settles in Croisset and has walks on the famous “Allée des tilleuls”. Have a stop at the Flaubert’s Museum in Rouen, located in the former professional accommodation of Gustave Flaubert’s father, who was a surgeon at the Hôtel-Dieu Hospital. It is also in the 19th century that sea bathing becomes fashionable in the seaside towns, where a new architecture appears: the casinos, the water centres and the beautiful Anglo-Norman Villas. Maurice Leblanc comes every summer in Étretat, in a nice property surrounded with a pergola and a garden where he writes the adventures of Arsène Lupin.

Victor Hugo is linked with Villequier by the tragedy: it is the place where the Vacquerie family was living and the place where his daughter Léopoldine and her husband Charles Vacquerie drowned. In this beautiful mansion of the 19th century along the Seine, you will discover many documents and even drawings of Victor Hugo.

**The Alabaster coast cycle road**

From Le Tréport to Le Havre, the Alabaster Coast Cycle Route is a bicycle course along the Channel coast. It shows you a mosaic of exceptional panoramas. Between the seaside and the countryside, there are about 180 km on signed minor roads, winding between the Alabaster cliffs and the green valleys, linking beautiful villages with the Seine-Maritime seaside towns. There is no traffic-free path here! Only little roads crossing landscapes that will take your breath away, with some inevitable hills. The Alabaster Coast Cycle Route is a part of the EuroVelo 4 European itinerary that will link the Netherlands with the Atlantic Coast.

The Norman Abbeys, an historical road

In Seine-Maritime, near the beautiful Seine meanders or in Bec de Caux, you can admire and visit nine abbeys, thousands year old buildings and master pieces of the Norman Romanesque and Gothic arts. All similar and unique at the same time! These places of spirituality have known wonderful but also very bad moments and even unpredictable conversions.

The most impressing abbey of the Seine Valley, Saint-Pierre de Jumièges, is known as “the most beautiful ruin of France” and gives a real open-air lesson of architecture. Its 10 centuries will no more have secrets for you. There is also the Le Valasse Abbey, a Cistercian abbey of the 12th century, which has been a castle before being converted in textile mill or even in dairy.

Many abbeys gather religious communities: in 1994, the Benedictine sisters of Lisieux settled in the Notre-Dame-du-Pré Abbey in Valmont or the monks of Saint-Wandrille-sur-Rançon, who perpetuate the tradition of prayer and work with loneliness and contemplation, even if they manage to make many food or decoration products. Other abbeys, others histories to discover in the Montivilliers Abbey, the Saint-Ouen Abbey in Rouen, the Fécamp, Saint-Georges de Boscherville or le prieuré de Graville Abbeys.

**The Alabaster coast cycle road**

The Alabaster Coast Cycle Route is a sport course but it remains accessible for every biker in good shape. It is not a traffic-free path but a selection of roads, on which you can sometimes find some traffic. But it gives to bikers the best conditions to ride as close as possible to the coast. There is a map about this road.

More information on seine-maritime-tourisme.com
It's as if the air and soil of Normandy inspire botanists and landscaping architects!
Seine-Maritime boasts a wonderful collection of 35 parks and gardens, with a wide range of diversities and holds the second place in France.

Remarkable gardens

On the Alabaster Coast and more specifically around Dieppe, stand the magnificent gardens Vasterival Sainte -Marguerite -sur -Mer , resulting from the love of Princess Sturdza for botany , and Parc du Bois des Moutiers created in the late nineteenth century by Sir Edwin Lutyens and Gertrude Jekyll which is a perfect example an extraordinary garden having taken advantage of an exceptional location in a valley leading the Visitors walk towards the sea.

In the city, the gardens are also present. To discover, in the heart of Rouen, on the left bank , the garden plants, landscape and botanical place, with a variety of species on 10 acres.

In Le Havre, gardens are also omnipresent with Japanese garden, gift from the Osaka port to Le Havre port, which on 2000 m² attracts visitors to the country of the rising sun.

Housed in an old military fort, “Les Jardins suspendus” (suspended gardens) are an invitation to travel through the world.

Bois-Guilbert gardens are an invitation to romance. Through 7 hectares, Jean- Marc De Pas (sculptor and landscape ) created a vast space of poetry marked sculptures.

In the Agapanthe gardens, Alexandre Thomas has created a perfectly controlled jungle where visitors can admire an alternating flowering discover throughout the year. More discreet, Angelique garden is a fine example of an amateur garden where, memory of their daughter, the owners have created the a romantic and dreaming garden.

Vegetables gardens

The garden of the castle of Miromesnil , birthplace of Guy de Maupassant, is what makes this castle if famous . Luxurious flowers, carefully ordered rows of vegetables that give a good example of what a traditional garden is. Few kilometers away, Castle Bosmelet in Auffay offers a particularly original garden. Hidden in the heart of a garden designed by Colinet , with tremendous views of the surrounding countryside , the garden is a set of colors, flowers and vegetables, and an ideal place for a pleasant walk. This is the opportunity to discover all the colors of the rainbow sky.

«Le parc de Clères» has got another diversity. On 13 hectares around a renaissance castle, 1300 animals and birds walking around remarkable trees and ponds.

Discover all the gardens on 
seine-maritime-tourism.com

Requested the guide «Parcs et Jardins de Normandie» (Parks and gardens of Normandy). This document is available from Normandy Tourist board, Seine-Maritime tourist board and all Tourist Office board.
Events 2014
to live absolutely!

Festivals, exhibitions, sports events... all along the year, Seine-Maritime offers a rich program.

January

› Le bain du 1er janvier – Swimming in the Channel
Étretat, Fécamp, Dieppe...

› Martainville–Epreville – Musée des Traditions et Arts Normands – Château de Martainville
Exhibition « Le Temps des Collections »
To 18th may
chateaudemartainville.fr

› Le Temps des Collections – 2e édition
Rouen – Fine Art Museum – To 19 mai
7 projets et expositions autour des collections du musée. Cette nouvelle manifestation redessine le visage du musée et l’ouvre à de nouveaux regards.

› Les Puces Rouennaises
Rouen – 16 to 19 januay

› Festival « Regard sur le cinéma du monde »
Rouen – 21 to 31 january

› Festival littéraire « Le goût des autres »
Le Havre – 23 to 26 january
Au Magic Mirrors – l’événement associe lectures et rencontres avec des auteurs adulte et jeunesse de renom, sans oublier des soirées où musique, nourriture et littérature mettent les mots à la bouche.

› French Cup synchronized ice-skating
Rouen – 30 january to 1st february
Les meilleures formations de patinage synchronisé de la planète s'affrontent durant un week-end.

February

› La Saint-Pierre des marins
Fécamp – sunday 2nd february

› Exposition « Le Siècle d’or de la peinture danoise : une collection française »
Le Havre – Musée d’Art Moderne André Malraux MuMa
8 february to 12 may
Plus de deux cents peintures de peintres danois du XIXe siècle (en partenariat avec le musée La Piscine à Roubaix).

› Coupe de France de danse latine et standard
Rouen – 22 february

› Notre-Dame-de-Bondeville
Musée Industriel de la Corderie Vallois
Exposition « Patrimoine industriel : 150 ans d’histoire industrielle »
22 february to 26 october
corderievallois.fr
March

› International Magicians Festival
  March – Forges-les-Eaux

› Manifestation Nationale : 16e Printemps des Poètes
  Seine-Maritime – 8 to 23 march

› 20e Spring market – Jonquil Celebration
  Clères – 23 march
  Market with local products and flowers.

April

› Fête de la Scie – fête médiévale
  Harfleur – 6 april

› Festival de cinéma d’Europe centrale et orientale
  9e édition
  Rouen – 11 to 18 april

› Courant d’Art : création contemporaine
  Rouen – 11 april to 18 may

› Gothique frémissant : création vidéo contemporaine
  Rouen – Abbatiale Saint-Ouen – 12 to 27 april

› Villequier – Musée Victor Hugo
  Exposition « Victor Hugo, du côté du gothique »
  12 april to 6 july
  Exposition-dossier en lien avec celle organisée par le musée des Beaux-arts de Rouen « Cathédrales, un mythe moderne ».
  Musee-victor-hugo.fr

› Exposition « Cathédrales 1789-1914 un mythe moderne »
  Rouen – Musée des Beaux Arts – 12 april to 31 august
  La place de la Cathédrale dans l’imaginaire artistique et dans le débat national, depuis Goethe et Hugo.
  180 chefs-d’œuvre – 2 siècles de création, 60 artistes : Goethe, Hugo, Turner, Corot, Sisley, Pissarro, Monet, Rodin, Delaunay, Chagall..

Mai

› Sea Celebrations – Seine-Maritime
  Alabaster Coast – may to september
  Traditionnels rendez-vous de la saison estivale sur la côte d’Albâtre, ces fêtes sont chaque fois l’occasion de mettre à l’honneur les bienfaits de la Grande Bleue, du Tréport au Havre.

› Festival Terres de Paroles
  Seine-Maritime – 16 to 25 may
  Lectures par des comédiens ou les auteurs eux-mêmes pour célébrer la littérature dans ses textes les plus connus et les plus inattendus, très souvent suivies de rencontres avec les auteurs.

› Festival « Graines de Jardin » – Garden’s festival
  Rouen – jardin des Plantes – 24 & 25 may

› Les 24 Heures motonautiques
  Rouen – 26 to 28 may
  Grand rendez-vous international des sports nautiques. Lancées à plus de 100 km/heure autour de l’île Lacroix, ces formules 1 fluviales pilotées par l’élite mondiale se livrent une bataille sans merci.

› Les Fêtes Jeanne d’Arc – Joan of Arc festival
  Rouen – 31 may to 1st June
  La ville remonte le temps jusqu’au XVᵉ siècle et hisse les couleurs pour célébrer Jeanne d’Arc : bal, banquet, spectacles, fanfares, cérémonies..
Seine-Maritime / les événements

Juin

► Festival Terre d’eaux
Le Havre, Fécamp, Caudébec-en-Caux... – June – July
Water and Seine estuary festival – arts, sports...
n-s-w-e.com

► Cathédrale de Lumières
Rouen – 1st June to 29 September
Spectacle son et lumière projeté sur la cathédrale de Rouen dès la tombée de la nuit. Deux superbes créations : « Première Impression » sur le thème de l’impressionnisme et « Jeanne(s) » sur le mythe de Jeanne d’Arc.

► Dixies Days – Jazz festival
Sainte-Adresse beach – 6 to 8 June
La ville de Sainte-Adresse donne le temps d’un week-end des airs de Nouvelle-Orléans grâce à ce festival international.

► Exhibition : « Nicolas de Staël
Lumière du Nord, Lumières du Sud »
Le Havre – Musée d’Art Moderne André Malraux
7 June to 9 November

► Exhibition « Café, coton, chocolat,
de l’estuaire aux îles »
Le Havre – 13 June to January 2015
Exposition relatant des siècles de négoce au Havre. Maison de l’Armateur, Abbaye de Graville, Hôtel Dubocage de Bléville.

► Vikings celebration – Brasserie Northmen
La Chapelle Saint-Ouen – 14 & 15 June

► Colloque international d’Ayurveda
Sassetot-le-Mauconduit – Centre Tapovan
20 to 22 June

► Le Lin en Fête – 18th edition – Flax festival
21 to 23 June – Doudeville
Une célébration du lin dans tous ses états : textile, gourmand, décoratif, industriel... Expositions artisanales, visites avec un liniculteur, défilés de mode

► Exhibition « Méduses »
Muséum d’histoire Naturelle du Havre
21 June to December

► Archéo Jazz festival
Blainville-Crevon – 25 to 28 June
Concerts de jazz et de musiques apparentées, tous les soirs dans les ruines illuminées du château de Blainville.

► 25th anniversary of Viva Cité
Sotteville-les-Rouen – 27 to 29 June
Figurant parmi les tout premiers festivals de théâtre de rue en Europe, Viva Cité se place au carrefour du théâtre de rue, des arts plastiques, de la musique, de la danse et de la pyrotechnie. Des artistes venus du monde entier mettent la ville en effervescence l’espace de trois jours et deux nuits..
vivacite.com

► Estivoiles – Fête de la Mer et de la Musique
Fécamp – end of June
Le grand événement pour les amoureux de la mer et de la musique pour tous ceux qui souhaitent découvrir le patrimoine maritime dans une ambiance festive.

► Marathon du Terroir Brayon
End of June
July

› Les Terrasses du Jeudi  
Rouen – july and august  
Concerts every thursday night in the city center

› Lire à la Plage - Read on the beach  
Alabaster coast beaches – july & august  
Opération imaginée en 2006 par le Département qui propose aux usagers des plages un espace de lecture ouvert à tous durant l'été. Gratuité, facilité d'emprunt, qualité de livres... autant d'atouts qui font de cette opération originale un succès chaque année.

› Festival des Marionnettes – Puppet festival  
Forges-les-Eaux – july

› Son et Lumière – Abbaye du Valasse  
Gruchet-le-Valasse – summer  
Un spectacle inédit alliant légende et Histoire pour vous conter la Normandie.  
sonlumierevalasse.fr

› 23° Festival du Lin et de l’Aiguille – Flax festival  
Vallée du Dun – 4 to 6 july  
Dans la vallée du Dun, le lin sous toutes ses formes à travers des expositions artisanales et artistiques sur le lin et sa transformation mais aussi sorties dans les champs, défilés de mode, visites d’usines ou d’églises décorées par de magnifiques patchworks.  
Tel: 33 (0)2 35 84 19 55

› Les Z’Estivales  
Plage du Havre – 4 july to 3rd august  
Festival alliant théâtre, cirque, concerts, arts de la rue, spectacle...

› Forges Academy  
Place Brévière – Forges-les-Eaux – 14 july

› Festival MoZaique  
Le Havre – 16 to 20 july  
Festival de musique du Monde – Jardins Suspendus.

August

› Les 2 jours du Cheval – Horse celebration  
Quiberville-sur-Mer – 1st week-end of august  
Grand rassemblement des amoureux du cheval.

› Festival Offenbach  
Étretat – début août  
Concerts, récitals, bal... autour d’Offenbach

› Fête de la mer et de la peinture  
Yport – 14 and 15 august (sous réserve)

› Course de garçons de café  
Étretat – after the 15 of august

› Corsiflor  
Centre-ville du Havre – 17 august  
Grande parade de chars fleuris.

› Académie Bach – Old music festival  
Arques-la-Bataille – 19 to 23 august  
L’Académie Bach s’est imposée en France comme le rendez-vous estival des musiques anciennes.  
academie-bach.fr

› Foire aux melons – melon festival  
End of august – Beaubec-la-Rosière

September

› Dieppe retro – Old cars festival  
Dieppe – 6 & 7 september  
Rassemblement de voitures anciennes et de prestige.

› Fête de la Mer – Sea celebration  
Le Havre – quartier Saint-François – 6 & 7 september
Seine-Maritime / Events

International kite festival
Dieppe – 2nd or 3rd week-end of September (dates to confirm)
A major international kite festival with around 40 countries represented. Every two years, it takes place in an exceptional setting, between the city and the sea, and has attracted over 700,000 visitors and been ranked, by tourism professionals, among the 300 largest events in the world.

Fête du fromage - cheese celebration
Neufchâtel-en-Bray – 20 & 21 September

Les Journées du Patrimoine - Heritage days
Manifestation Nationale – 20 & 21 September

Normandiebulle, comic strip festival
Darnétal – 27 & 28 September

Fête des Normands – Norman’s festival
In all the Normandy – Weekend of Saint-Michel 27 & 28 September

October

Fête de la pomme - Apple festival
12 October – Ecomusée de la Pomme et du Cidre Bretteville-Grand-Caux

La Fête du ventre et de la Gastronomie
Rouen – 18 & 19 October
Created in 1935, the Fête du ventre et de la gastronomie of Rouen is a must-visit for anyone interested in gastronomy. Chefs, productors, and demonstrations of different dishes...
www.feteduventre.fr

Fête du Cidre – Cider festival
20 October – VVF Forges-les-Eaux

Ouest Park Festival – Music
Le Havre – mid-October
A musical event at the Fort de Tourneville within the Tetris installations.

Foire Saint-Romain – Fun fair
Rouen – 24 October to 23 November
Quai bas rive droite, the largest annual fair in the province.

November

Festival Chant d’Elles
Seine-Maritime
15th festival of women’s song, Chants d’Elles is an annual festival open to all, with over 50 female artists.

Fêtes du hareng sur la Côte d’Albâtre – Hering festival
Fécamp, Étretat, Le Tréport, Saint-Valery-en-Caux
November
An opportunity to relive the atmosphere of the old fishing ports!

Fêtes du Hareng sur la Côte d’Albâtre – Hering festival
Rouen – 15 & 16 November

December

Marchés de Noël – Christmas Market
The tradition of the Christmas markets of Noël is an integral part of the festive season in all parts of the department.

Exposition de Noël – Christmas exhibitions
Tout le mois de décembre
Le Havre – Forum of the hotel de ville and exterior displays

Retrouvez l’ensemble des manifestations sur
seine-maritime-tourisme.com
Just located 1:30 from Paris, 3:30 from London... in Seine-Maritime, live life nature's way.

Time travel from
- Paris – 1 h 30
- Beauvais – 1 h 00
- Caen – 1 h 00
- Rennes – 2 h 00
- Lille – 2 h 30
- Tours – 3 h 00
- Brussels – 3 h 00
- London – 3 h 30
- Luxembourg – 4 h 00
- Reims – 2 h 45
- Amsterdam – 5 h 00
- Bonn – 5 h 00

How to come to Seine-Maritime...

By car with motorway
- From Paris, Caen and Rennes – A 13
- From Amiens and Reims – A 29 & A 28
- From Lille and Bruxelles – A 1, A 29 & A 28
- From Bordeaux and Tours – A 28

By train – SNCF
- Paris Saint-Lazare – Rouen – Le Havre
- Paris Gare du Nord – Eu – Le Tréport
- Marseille – Lyon – Rouen – le Havre (TGV)
- Lille – Amiens – Rouen
- Caen – Rouen

By boat
- Le Havre – Portsmouth
- Dieppe – Newhaven

By plane
- Le Havre-Octeville airport
- Rouen-Boos Vallée de Seine airport
- Deauville-Saint-Gatien airport
- Beauvais-Tillé airport